
Children and Crises 

Accidents, natural disasters and human distress can be challenging to talk to pupils about. However, 

disaster news reaches young children very easily. Pupils can be confused and frightened by news or 

rumours. Teachers can help students by just being present, listening and staying calm. 

After watching Mancs, it is a good idea to discuss the feelings aroused and to respect the child's 

reactions. Remain as calm as possible and answer questions truthfully without fear. It is also worth 

reminding yourself that, as in the Mancs film, many people can survive disasters. Just because a child 

cannot prevent disasters from happening does not mean that they cannot influence situations and 

help people. The following activities can be used as part of global and media education, creating 

optimism for the future and encouraging caring for others and oneself. 

Spectrum of Opinion 

Students to share their opinions by moving along a set-axis to find their position on a scale from 

‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’ in response to a set statement. Clear the classroom or move to 

a corridor, for example. Place a 'strongly agree' sticker at one end of the line and a 'strongly 

disagree' sticker at the other. Explain to the students: 'I am making different statements. First, take 

your time to think what your point of view to the statement is, then move to the spot of the scale 

that describes your view. Do not try to influence the opinions of others, as everyone is entitled to 

their own. I may also ask you to justify your view. Listen carefully to the arguments of others." 

Choose arguments from the list that suit your group or make up your own. Not every argument 

needs to be discussed, but some can be unpacked in this way: Once the students have found a spot 

in the scale, ask them to discuss with those close to them why they chose that spot. You can ask 

students to share their own reasons for their opinion. You can also ask students if they would like to 

change their minds after hearing the arguments of others. 

Examples for statements: 

   The accidents depicted in the film Mancs made me feel anxious 

    I don't want to hear or watch bad news 

    Natural disasters do not affect my life 

    I talk a lot with my friends about the future 

    I feel sad that adults don't do enough to help people in crisis 



    I can influence what happens on the other side of the world 

    I am hopeful that people will learn to live in the changing circumstances 

 

The Diamond of influence 

Divide students into small groups of around 4. Give them 8 to 10 blank cards on which they can write 

actions with different possible ways to make a difference. Start discussion how to influence to global 

or national matters. For example: supports an organisation working in a crisis area, distributes 

information leaflets and posters, seeks information about a crisis and learns about its causes and 

consequences. When the groups have 8 to 10 actions written in the cards, they can start organizing 

them. 

At the beginning of the exercise, it is useful to emphasise that there are no right or wrong answers to 

the task. The group prioritises the cards by placing them in a diamond pattern according to how 

effective they think they are. The most effective action is ranked at the top. The next two most 

effective approaches, which are equally effective but not quite as effective, are placed in the row 

below. The third row is the next three most effective and the fourth row is the next two least 

effective. The lowest ranking is the least effective. Ask the groups to think about the reasons for 

their choices. 

The groups put their completed diamonds on display for all to see and justify their choices. Then 

discuss together: 

• How did you feel about the exercise? Was it difficult, challenging, easy? Did you find it easy 

to come to a consensus as a group? 

• Do you think the actions in the cards are suitable for the children to do? 

• Think about the actions on the top of the diamond. Are they easy or difficult to implement? 

• Have you used any of these acts of influence yourself? Which one? How did it work? 
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